Energy efficiency expertise rooted in decades of excellence.

From small greenhouses to complex, indoor growing facilities, our team of energy engineers and industry experts provide a comprehensive variety of services including energy efficiency, measure analysis, turnkey program delivery expertise, net zero planning and more.

**Energy Efficiency**
Reducing energy use is always step one. Let the national leader in energy efficiency identify cost-effective upgrades and potential incentives for your facilities.

**Decarbonization**
Helping you create, reach and surpass your sustainability goals. Our experts are ready to map out energy use and identify areas of improvement to reduce your overall carbon output and operational costs.

**Strategic Energy Management**
Implementing strategies for long-term impact. We work with you to create a long-term plan for reducing energy use that includes goal setting, tracking progress and ongoing results reporting.

**Design Build**
Solving complex energy challenges at scale. Our experts help you clearly define retrofit energy project requirements and then deliver turnkey results for critical facilities.
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**Breadth of capabilities and impact**

**Our People**
- 500+ C&I Professionals
- 35+ States and provinces with active projects
- 170+ Engineering team members
- 50+ Professional Engineers

**Our Impact**
- 1.5+ Million metric tons of CO$_2$ emissions averted
- $250+$ Million savings to customers on energy bills
- 5,400+ GWh saved
- 32+ Million therms saved annually
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We change the way people use energy. **for Agriculture**

Scan here for more details.